Generally applications in computer graphics use very high detailed models. These models are too compound for the limited hardware capacity and take much time to render and to transmit. Related fields can benefit from simplification of complex polygonal models. This introduces errors in the models during the process of simplification. It is require to judge when to stop the simplification process as rate of error change in the model is not same in every step of simplification process. It is required to measure the error in the model during simplification to judge the quality of the 3D model at every stage. It is proposed to measure the error in the model at every stage and analyze the rate of change of error in the model as a valuable tool for managing data complexity. This algorithm is implemented on 4 different sets of models. Each set contains models at different number of polygon levels. Experiments are repeated to measure error on them at each level. In order to gain in both memory and speed, VC++ API is developed and created a MLL (Maya link library) to load as a plug-in in Maya.
Incremental Error Analysis of 3D Polygonal Model through MAYA API
I. Introduction
Computer graphics applications require very complex 3D models to preserve a convincing level of realism. More number of polygons is required to get competent realism in the model. But large amount of polygons causes difficulty in the applications where attributes like hardware capacity, processing time, transmission speed and rendering time are of most important concern [18] . Hence there is a need to simplify the 3D model. Simplification of a 3 D model means to reduce the number of polygons making that model. Simplification begins with a geometric description of an object and produces a new description that is similar in appearance to the original with few geometric primitives. But if we reduce the polygons the quality of model gets affected as there is a trade-off between quality and those 4 factors (processing time, hardware capacity, transmission time, rendering time). In 3D models many of the errors are introduced during the process of polygonal simplification. The error change is not uniform in the every step of total simplification process. Sometimes we need to apply some method to judge the quality of the new output with respect to the previous one [5] .
Hence the focus of this work is to measure the error increment in the model at every step of the simplification process and analyze the error to help when to stop the simplification process. Thus optimization of simplification can be achieved. Because of the dependency of human vision on intuition and limitations of human persistence of vision a mathematical model is always preferred to be used as an error metric Human metric system is not very reliable and fails after certain limit. Thus a mathematical method is required to evaluate the error between models with the same accuracy and efficiency all the time [3, 19] . A consistent and quantitative method is required to get a consistent and accurate result again and again. Use of a good measuring error will always improve the final quality of the simplified model.
II. Maya API programming
The Maya API is a VC++ API that provides internal access to Maya and is available on the Platforms like Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and Irix [21, 22] ,. One can use the API to implement two types of code resources that are plug-ins which extends the functionality of Maya and stand-alones such as console applications which can access and manipulate a Maya model. Plug-ins are built as dynamic or re-locatable libraries which are loaded into Maya using standard operating system functionality. 
III. Proposed error measurement method using MAYA Plug -in
It is proposed to analyze the amount of error introduction in the model at every step of simplification. Error is proposed to measure after every step in the simplification. The meaning of measuring error is to compare the given two models weather both look similar each other or not. In order to assess the quality of the model, some means of quantifying the notion of similarity is required in terms of geometry and as well as appearance. This paper uses geometry error to compare the models. In this work, a method which measures the average squared distance between the model with complex data ie original and simplified data ie simplified is used. So the error that is Ei will be defined as [17] :
Where n i X X , are sets of points sampled on the models closest face of M. Using the above equation, the error will be calculated by comparing the quality the original, simplified models.
Algorithms being used 
IV. Experimentation
In this work, VC++ API is developed and created a MLL (Maya link library) to load as a plug-in through Maya plug-in manager. Plug-in is called through a MEL command. The error of the model is displayed in the out put screen in terms of scaled unit distance of MAYA.
Four different sets of models have been considered for in this work.
These models sets are:
1. Rubber Duck 2. Space Ship 3. Face 4. Bottle
Rubber Duck Model:
Duck model was simplified using proposed algorithm to 9 different levels and incremental error was measured through plug in and the details are as follows. Space ship model was simplified using proposed algorithm to 10 different levels and incremental error was measured through plug in and the details are as follows. 
Face Model:
Face model was simplified using proposed algorithm to 12 different levels and incremental error was measured through plug in and the details are as follows Bottle model:
Bottle model was simplified using proposed algorithm to 12 different levels and incremental error was measured through plug in and the details are as follows 
V. Conclusions
An incremental error in the models is analyzed. This is implemented through API programming and effectively used as a plug-in in MAYA. This can track the amount of error increase in the model while it is being simplified. This will help in deciding the optimized level of simplification during the whole process. It has been observed in all the models that as number of polygons are less the amount of error incurring is more even it is simplified slightly. The Error measurement is done at different levels with respect to recent past simplified model in the total simplification of model in each set. Four different sets are taken for the same. The results are convincing as the trend is found to be like error is inversely proportional to the no of polygons. Error is increasing as the numbers of polygons are decreasing. This approach of measuring error of 3D model is useful to determine the optimum level quality of any surface with greater speed and flexibility.
This method can be made utilized to optimize the working time on 3D model in respect to rendering time, transmission of 3D models over networks and 3D data compression. With this analysis models can be set at complexity of polygonal data that is reasonable to the user as per availability of the hardware capabilities.
VI. Future Direction
Improved Error Analysis: The incremental error Ei that has been taken as to evaluate the simplified model in terms of surface geometry. Similar approaches can be incorporated to evaluate the incremental error Ei considering similarity of appearance, color and texture values etc.
